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Planning applications TSS heritage working group continue to assess the heritage implications of planning 

applications from the ADC weekly list – commenting as appropriate. 

Adopting the 2 footpaths between Stoneyford Road and Skegby Bottoms.  

The relevant witness statement forms were submitted to Angus Trundle, Commons and Greens Definitive 

Map Officer at NCC All the landowners involved have had notices can be served on them. It was noted that 

one of the landowners had recently sold their holding to Gleeson Homes. 

 

Whitehead Lane, Skegby.  

A small section of the lane, a bridleway identified on NCC definitive map BW99, had become overgrown 

and after consultation with both NCC, ADC and land registry it was found to be unregistered land. It was 

agreed that, provided due notices were posted, then the verges and overhanging tree could be cut back by 

local residents. The issue is now resolved. 

 

Stopping up of Footpath 5 - Mansfield Road to Back Lane Skegby  
Following this footpath being stopped up by NCC without TSS being consulted it was agreed at the forum 

meeting that it would be beneficial if TSS could become consultees for any future NCC plans/decisions. 

 

Road and footpath closures relating to HS2  

The closure of some roads and footpaths on the Derbyshire borders, particularly one which currently passes 

under the M1, would effectively prevent these footpaths being used to access parts of Derbyshire. These will 

be closely monitored as HS2 proposals progress. 

 

The Community Centre at Fackley The Scout hut and toll bar cottage, adjacent to the Carnarvon Arms car 

park, has recently been sold. Toll bar cottage, also known as the ‘Dame School’, is locally listed.  

 

Future objectives  

 The group agreed that we should identify other footpaths in the TSS areas which are not on the NCC 

definitive map. 

 A Book of Walks around the area, giving details of the heritage, was discussed as a possible future 

project. 

 


